ROSETTA® GRAND FLAGSTONE
Layer 1 Layer 2 Layer 3 Layer 4
Rosetta® Grand Flagstone Dimensions
- 38 × 42 × 13/4
All Grand Flagstone sold by layer or cube, not by piece.
COLORS
- Scioto Blend
- Cuyahoga Blend

ROSETTA® DIMENSIONAL FLAGSTONE
Rosetta® Dimensional Flagstone
- 6” × 12”
- 12” × 12”
- 12” × 18”
- 18” × 18”
- 18” × 24”
All Dimensional Flagstone are 2” thick
All Dimensional Flagstone sold by layer or cube, not by piece.
COLORS
- Cuyahoga Blend
- Scioto Blend

ROSETTA® SUPERIOR STEPPERS
Rosetta® Superior Steppers
- 21” × 27”
All Superior Steppers are 2” thick
Eight different shapes per cube

BE SURE TO CHECK OUT OUR AMERICANA COLLECTION LINE OF PREMIUM PAVERS.

SALES & MANUFACTURING:
Masonry & Landscape
4033 Alum Creek Drive
Obetz, Ohio 43207
614-252-0955
Fax 614-252-5858

Masonry Manufacturing Plant
471 Kintner Pkwy
Sunbury, Ohio 43074
740-965-4141

Sales Distribution Center
10075 Sheehan Road
Centerville, OH 45458
937-885-3711
Fax 937-885-4355

SALES & CORPORATE OFFICE
Landscape & Precast
528 London Road
Delaware, Ohio 43015
614-252-0955
740-369-7644
800-845-7644
Fax 740-363-7644

PROUDLY DISTRIBUTED BY:

PACKAGED TOGETHER

COLORS

COBALT
STEM GREEN
LORELEI BAY

BE SURE TO CHECK OUT OUR AMERICANA COLLECTION LINE OF PREMIUM PAVERS.

oaberfields.com 800.845.7644

ROSETTA PRODUCTS
Scioto Blend
ROSETTA® FIRE PIT KITS
ROSETTA® RETAINING WALLS
Belvedere
Cuyahoga Blend Scioto Blend
Rosetta® Belvedere also available in corners
a double sided wall
Wall blocks come in different sizes to create
Rosetta® Belvedere Wall
COLORS

Belvedere
ROSETTA®  RETAINING WALLS
DIMENSIONAL
ROSETTA
COLORS

Rosetta® Dimensional Wall Wedge Block
Rosetta® Dimensional Wall Straight Block
– 12 × 8 × 8
– 6 × 10.5 × 10.5
– 6 × 6 × 10.5
– 6 × 6 × 6

Kodah
ROSETTA®  RETAINING WALLS
COLORS

Rosetta® Kodah Wall
Rosetta® Kodah Wall Corner
– 21” - 42”
– 30”
– 21”
– 12”

Outcropping
ROSETTA®  RETAINING WALLS
COLORS

Rosetta® Outcropping Wall Stone Corner
12
– 12” × 39”
– 12” × 48”
– 12” × 54”

Steps
ROSETTA®  RETAINING WALLS
COLORS

Rosetta® Irregular Steps
Rosetta® Dimensional Steps
– 36” × 72”
– 36” × 48”
– 36” × 48”
– 30” × 42”
– 30” × 54”
– 24” × 24”
– 42” × 42”
– 48” × 48”

FIRE PIT KIT
COLORS

Belvedere
ROSETTA® FIRE PIT KITS
BELVEDERE
• Optional Grill Grate
• Steel Ring
• 3 - 10 oz Tubes of Adhesive
• 52 Rosetta Belvedere Units
KIT COMPONENTS

Kodah
ROSETTA® FIRE PIT KITS
KODAH
• Optional Grill Grate
• Steel Liner
• 3 - 10 oz. Tubes of Adhesive
• 16
KIT COMPONENTS

Dimensional
ROSETTA® FIRE PIT KITS
DIMENSIONAL
• Optional Grill Grate
• Steel Liner
• 3 - 10 oz. Tubes of Adhesive
• 36 Rosetta Dimensional Units
KIT COMPONENTS

The Belvedere Fire Pit kit creates an inviting focal point to accentuate the entire collection of outdoor living space and wall lines. The Kodah Fire Pit Kit features hand-hewn stone that creates a natural texturing square fire pit. The Dimensional Wall Fire Pit Kit features hand-hewn stone that creates a rustic sophistication all its own. The fire pit blends seamlessly with the entire looking square fire pit.